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Study Objectives: To evaluate the effect of an employer-mandated obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) program on the risk of serious preventable truck crashes. Methods: Data are from the first large-scale, employer-mandated program to screen, diagnose, and monitor OSA treatment adherence in the US trucking industry. A retrospective analysis of cohorts was constructed: polysomnogram-diagnosed drivers (OSA positive n = 1,613, OSA negative n = 403) were matched to control drivers unlikely to have OSA (n = 2,016) on two factors affecting crash risk, experience-at-hire and length of job tenure; tenure was matched on the date of each diagnosed driver’s polysomnogram. Auto-adjusting positive airway pressure (APAP) treatment was provided to all cases (i.e. OSA positive patients); treatment adherence was objectively monitored. Cases were grouped by treatment adherence: “Full Adherence” (n = 682), “Partial Adherence” (n = 571), or “No Adherence” (n = 360). Preventable Department-of-Transportation-reportable crashes/100,000 miles were compared across study subgroups. Robustness was assessed.

Results: After the matching date, “No Adherence” cases had a preventable Department-of-Transportation-reportable crash rate that was fivefold greater (incidence rate ratio = 4.97, 95% confidence interval: 2.09, 10.63) than that of matched controls (0.070 versus 0.014 per 100,000 miles). The crash rate of “Full Adherence” cases was statistically similar to controls (incidence rate ratio = 1.02, 95% confidence interval: 0.48, 2.04; 0.014 per 100,000 miles).

Conclusions: Nonadherence with OSA treatment—both treatment and adherence—significantly increased the preventable crash rate compared to adherence in the US trucking industry. Among drivers in whom OSA was diagnosed through the program, those adherent with employer-provided positive airway pressure treatment had crash risks similar to controls, whereas nonadherent drivers had a fivefold greater preventable crash risk after adjustment for miles driven and driving experience. Therefore, our results strongly support federal OSA regulations for commercial drivers. Future research should improve the calibration of criteria and thresholds for OSA treatment success.

Significance
Limited data from commercial drivers is a major reason for the US Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s failure to require screening for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). We present the results of the first large-scale, employer program to screen, diagnose, and monitor OSA treatment adherence in the US trucking industry. Among drivers in whom OSA was diagnosed through the program, those adherent with employer-provided positive airway pressure treatment had crash risks similar to controls, whereas nonadherent drivers had a fivefold greater preventable crash risk after adjustment for miles driven and driving experience. Therefore, our results strongly support federal OSA regulations for commercial drivers. Further research should improve the calibration of criteria and thresholds for OSA treatment success.

INTRODUCTION
Experts estimate that between 7%1,2 and 20%3,4 of all large truck crashes are due to drowsy/fatigued driving. Therefore, in the United States, from 2004 to 2013, 3,133 to 8,952 deaths and 77,000 to 220,000 serious injuries (mostly among the traveling public) are likely attributable to fatigued/sleepy commercial motor vehicle (CMV) drivers.3,4 Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the most common medical cause of excessive daytime sleepiness or fatigue5 and has been linked with specific neurocognitive deficits in attention/working memory, vigilance, and executive functioning.6–8 Untreated OSA increases the risk of motor vehicle crashes among noncommercial drivers by 1.2- to 4.9-fold,9,10 whereas effective treatment with positive airway pressure (PAP) significantly reduces this excess crash risk.11 Among the estimated 1.7 to 3.9 million active US commercial drivers,12 17% to 28% or 0.29–1.1 million are expected to have OSA based on prevalence studies conducted within the trucking industry.13–17 Most of these drivers are thought to be undiagnosed and untreated.13,18

Commercial vehicle operators undergo a biennial examination to determine their medical fitness to safely operate a vehicle. Although the possibility of OSA may be evaluated by the commercial driver medical examiner (CDME), the US Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) has not established any mandatory standard for OSA screening or diagnosis, in part due to the absence of large-scale studies evaluating the crash risk of commercial drivers in whom OSA has been diagnosed. A 2011 FMCSA medical evidence report observed that although OSA is a clear risk factor for non-CMV drivers, the evidence for this relationship in CMV drivers was “minimally acceptable” and concluded that the effect sizes could not be estimated, nor could disease-related risk factors be identified.19 Two more recent studies have mixed results and methodological limitations.20–22
Recent legislation prohibits the FMCSA from offering “regulatory guidance” (which identifies best clinical practices in the absence of a mandatory standard) on how carriers should address the potential existence of OSA among their drivers without a full, formal rulemaking.23,24 Some in the trucking industry have gone so far as to argue that CDMEs “are prohibited from requiring a sleep study for any driver.”25 The FMCSA has issued a recent advisory that, while still allowing for CDME clinical judgment, makes the absence of mandatory standards explicit. Thus, it is critical to discover whether a mandated OSA program can reduce crash risk.

Because treatment for OSA has been proven to be effective and substantial evidence already exists that untreated OSA increases the risk of crashes, a randomized prospective controlled trial of the degree of commercial driver crash risk associated with untreated OSA is neither ethically nor legally feasible. Therefore, this retrospective study analyzes preventable truck crashes experienced by commercial drivers in the context of an employer-mandated OSA program that includes screening, diagnosis, adjusting positive airway pressure (APAP) treatment, and APAP treatment adherence monitoring.13,26 It is hypothesized that drivers with diagnosed OSA who are not treatment adherent will have an elevated rate of serious preventable truck crashes and exit the firm faster than controls who screen at low likelihood of having OSA, whereas those with OSA who are treatment adherent will have similar crash and retention rates to controls.

METHODS

Study Firm Clinical Protocol

Screening and Diagnosis

The OSA screening, diagnosis, and treatment program was implemented by Schneider National, Inc., a major North American trucking firm.27 Following a small pilot in 2005, implementation rollout began in April 2006.13,26 The Somnimate screening questionnaire assigns drivers to one of four classes ranging from one (“High Priority”) to four (“Low-Priority”), for receiving polysomnogram (PSG) diagnostic testing.26 Due to the startup process in the presence of turnover, about one-half (n = 17,098) of the drivers employed from 2006 onward were screened. The study firm chose who to refer from those screened as High Priority for overnight, multi-channel, laboratory, technician-attended PSGs (“Type 1” PSGs as defined by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine)28 at a national network of sleep laboratories. PSG records show 5 tests in 2005, 493 in 2006, 370 in 2007, 632 in 2008, and 662 in 2009. Referral was based on several factors, such as the driver’s schedule, route, continuing employment, and sleep laboratory availability. Diagnosis and treatment were covered without co-pays as preventive medicine for drivers carrying the firm’s voluntary medical insurance plan.

Disease Management

PSGs were interpreted immediately using standard criteria with diagnostic clinical evaluations the morning after the overnight tests.28 Drivers with an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) ≥ 5 received a diagnosis of “positive” for OSA, and first-line treatment was given: an APAP machine, heated humidifier, and mask interface. This equipment operates with AC or DC power and is usable both in the truck sleeper berth while on the road and at home. For the first 14 to 90 days, and longer if necessary, drivers’ adherence to APAP therapy and treatment efficacy was monitored using wireless data transmission to the disease management team from the drivers’ PAP machines. During this initial treatment period, the disease management team intervened to assist drivers in becoming adherent, providing frequent phone and sometimes face-to-face contacts with each treated driver to assist with ongoing PAP troubleshooting, education, and adherence monitoring.

After initial APAP adherence was demonstrated, monitoring continued from periodic (quarterly) batch downloads from the APAP machine’s internal adherence memory (“adherence chip”). Adherence troubleshooting, education, and monitoring using phone and face-to-face contacts continued as necessary. When medically indicated, formal titration studies and the option of a possible change to bilevel PAP therapy were available and used in order to improve drivers’ tolerance of therapy and treatment adherence. Drivers with OSA who remained nonadherent as demonstrated by objective APAP adherence monitoring despite this multifaceted process of remediation were eventually terminated after the process of remediation failed.

Retrospective Cohort Approach With Case-Control Matching Determines Study Sub-groups

Methodology and the Study Context

Two contextual factors determine the methodology. First, the study firm engages in long distance for-hire trucking in which driver turnover rates are very high (typically ≥ 80% annually),27,29 whereas some drivers stay for considerable durations, and many join and depart from the firm in a continuous process.27,30 Turnover at the study firm ranged from 34% to 76% over the course of the study period. Crash rates, especially among new drivers, are strongly associated with driving experience and firm tenure31,32 due both to the improvement of driving skill with practice and to the discharge of those who accumulate unacceptable crash records (the latter is analogous to a “healthy worker survival effect”). The safety selection effect is strong. During the study period the baseline hazard of being discharged in a given specific week was raised by approximately 30-fold if the driver had a preventable Department of Transportation (DOT)-reportable crash during the prior or current week. Second, the existence of a gold standard treatment for OSA (APAP) ethically precludes assigning drivers with OSA to receive no treatment (due to medical risk to the patient and potential crash risk for patients and the motoring public). Therefore, analysis of an actual employer-based OSA program with mandated screening, diagnosis, and treatment was performed using a retrospective cohort approach with case-control matching.

Cases were matched to controls on experience-at-hire and also, using the date of each case’s PSG, on job tenure. This accounts for differences across subjects in crash risk due to the variations in past and current experience, and for variations...
in the length of exposure to the chance of safety selection, i.e. of having been discharged due to having a serious preventable crash (which would have prevented the subject from entering the study; further statistical details are provided in the supplemental material).

Study Subgroup Construction
Each OSA-diagnosed driver (n = 2,225), was matched to a randomly drawn control driver from those screened as Low Priority for a PSG (i.e. unlikely to have OSA; n = 3,732) who had the same level of experience (at hire) and job tenure (measured at the calendar week of the diagnosed driver’s PSG, called the “matching date” for the control). This randomized matching process led to the following study subgroups.

1. Controls: drivers screened as Low Priority for a PSG (i.e. unlikely to have OSA; matched n = 2,016). Random selection (with replacement) was used when multiple low priority matches were available for a given OSA-diagnosed driver.
2. Negatives: drivers with an AHI < 5, diagnosed as “negative” for OSA (n = 403).
3. Cases: OSA-diagnosed drivers whose PSG showed AHI ≥ 5 (matched n = 1,613), who were provided with APAP and instructed in its use, with the requirement of treatment adherence as a condition of employment. OSA Cases were further classified by their adherence with PAP treatment after diagnosis.
   a. Full Adherence: cases who always met or exceeded the consensus minimum standard of 4 h/night mean APAP use for ≥ 70% of nights (matched n = 682).
   b. Partial Adherence: cases whose recorded treatment, but who did not reach the standard for Full Adherence (matched n = 571).
   c. No Adherence: cases who never recorded any adherence with APAP (matched n = 360).

Crash Outcomes Assessment and Data Synthesis
Using relevant US DOT guidelines, firms in the trucking industry standardly categorize crashes in which driver behavior was a relevant causal factor as either “preventable,” which roughly means that the commercial driver could have and should have taken actions that would have prevented the crash (whatever the proximate cause of the crash may have been), or “not preventable,” if such actions were not possible under the circumstances.\(^{35}\) The study firm provided this characterization, and additionally among preventable crashes identified crashes that were serious insofar as they were required to be reported to the DOT. A crash is “DOT-reportable” if an involved vehicle must be towed from the crash scene, or someone involved requires medical attention away from the scene, or there is a fatality. Selecting “preventable DOT-reportable crashes” is a standard way of identifying crashes that are of managerial and public policy interest in commercial vehicle operations when such internal administrative records are available,\(^{36}\) so this is our primary outcome measure. As robustness checks, all DOT-reportable crashes (whether preventable or not) were also considered, as this more closely tracks what can be observed in governmental crash records.

Existing data from the study firm provided driver demographics, such as age, sex, racial or ethnic category, hiring date, experience level at hire, separation date, and type (if applicable). These were merged with week-by-week operational data that provided information on crashes and crash risk exposure (e.g. weekly miles, job type); then records from the sleep medicine services provider, including the results of the SomnoSage screening questionnaire and, when applicable, PSG results and APAP adherence data were merged.

Statistical Analysis
To adjust for driving exposure, crashes/100,000 miles driven are reported as incidence rate ratios (IRR) for each study subgroup. The matched comparison approach also accounts for variation in initial crash risk (experience at hire), in learning through experience and the chance of safety selection (job tenure), by ensuring cases and controls are similar with regard to these characteristics. The subgroup comparisons focus on the period after the PSG/matching date, when all crash outcomes are contained in the data. This is because safety selection removed many drivers with a bad preventable crash record from the potential study population during the period before the PSG/matching date, so comparisons during this period are missing many of the relevant crash events and the drivers who had them, who because of their discharges never became study subjects.

Because assignment to treatment adherence groups was self-assigned, there are likely to be differences across study subgroups in factors that may independently affect crash risk, and that are not directly captured in the case-control matching process. To account for this possibility a second analysis was performed on a panel version of the data (one observation per driver per week) with an Andersen-Gill multivariate model. This model is similar to the perhaps more familiar Cox proportional hazards model of patient survival, the primary difference being that it permits multiple “failure events” (i.e., crashes) per driver.\(^{36}\) The model included age, sex, job type, experience at hire, trip segments per week, miles per week, season (spring, summer, fall, winter), and year of observation as predictor variables; these are all items that potentially affect either crash risk directly, or crash risk indirectly through differences in exposure that not fully captured in miles driven. This analysis provides hazard ratio (HR) estimates in parallel to the IRRs obtained for each study subgroup.

Two additional robustness checks were created by running variations of the original Andersen-Gill multivariate model. First, the crash risk was compared across study subgroups utilizing the higher threshold of AHI ≥ 15 as the criterion for a positive OSA diagnosis (instead of the AHI ≥ 5 criterion actually used in the treatment protocol), in order to observe whether a more stringent definition of a positive diagnosis would change results. Second, crash risk was compared across study subgroups using the alternative crash definition of all DOT-reportable crashes as the dependent variable, instead of restricting attention to only preventable DOT-reportable crashes. This makes the analysis more directly comparable to studies that utilize government crash data, in which information on the contribution of driver behavior to a crash captured in the designation of a crash as “preventable” is not available.
The data synthesis and analysis were performed by the University of Minnesota, Morris Truckers & Turnover Project (S. Burks, Principal Investigator, J. Anderson, Co-Investigator). Retrospective analysis of individually identified protected health information was approved by the Institutional Review Board B of the University of Minnesota. Stata Version 12 software was utilized. (For the interested reader, additional details of the statistical methodology, robustness checks, and the like, are presented in the supplemental material.)

RESULTS

Driver Characteristics
The demographic profile, experience levels, exposure, and job characteristics of the reference population, the matched cases, and controls are broadly similar, but not identical (Table 1). This suggests that, in addition to the primary case-control statistical comparisons across subgroups, robustness checks, such as those using the multivariate Andersen-Gill model, are appropriate to examine.

Primary Results: Crash Rates as a Function of PAP Adherence
After the matching dates, drivers nonadherent with PAP (“No Adherence” subgroup) had a crash rate for preventable DOT-reportable crashes of 0.070/100,000 miles, or nearly five-fold more (IRR of 4.97; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.09, 10.63; P < 0.001) than the 0.014/100,000 miles for matched controls. Crash rates for OSA-diagnosed drivers in the Full Adherence (0.014/100,000 miles) and Partial Adherence (0.021/100,000 miles) subgroups showed no statistical difference from matched controls (P = 0.92 and P = 0.19, respectively). See Figure 1A.

In addition, Table 2 exhibits exposure measures and mean AHI at diagnosis (for diagnosed drivers) by study subgroup. The mean AHI varies statistically across the study subgroups; Full Adherence drivers have the highest AHI (mean AHI = 36.3, 95% CI: 34.2, 38.5), No Adherence are lower (mean AHI = 31.3, 95% CI: 28.6, 34.0), and Partial Adherence are lowest (mean...
The Partial and No Adherence groups are not statistically different in mean AHI, whereas both are lower than Full Adherence at a P < 0.01. However, all subgroups have mean AHI levels either at the top of the range associated with a diagnosis of moderate sleep apnea (from AHI = 15 to AHI = 30), or above this boundary and therefore in the “severe” sleep apnea range.

Robustness Checks
As described in the Methods section, three complementary checks of the robustness of these primary results were performed. First, variations across study subgroups in potentially confounding factors not captured in the case-control matching process were accounted for using a multivariate Andersen-Gill time-to-crash regression model. This produced qualitatively similar findings to the primary results (Figure 1B). Drivers in the “No Adherence” group had a nearly fourfold increased risk for preventable DOT-reportable crashes (HR of 3.79; 95% CI: 1.80, 8.00; P < 0.001), whereas crash risk for drivers in the Full Adherence and Partial Adherence subgroups were not statistically different from matched controls.

Second, a variation of the multivariate Andersen-Gill analysis was run that used “all DOT-reportable” crashes as the outcome instead of restricting attention to preventable crashes, to make the analysis more parallel to studies that utilize government crash data, in which information on preventability is not available. Adding crashes that were judged not to be preventable by the commercial driver doubled the crash count of No Adherence drivers from 9 to 20, but increased that of the controls by almost fivefold (63 to 163). Because exposure (miles) for both groups stayed the same, this increased the control group’s crash rate more than that of the No Adherence drivers, and lowered the point estimate of their excess crash risk over that of controls by about 40% (HR = 2.21, 95% CI: 1.41–3.48).

Third, a final variation of the multivariate Andersen-Gill analysis was run using a criterion of AHI ≥ 15 as a higher threshold for defining moderate sleep apnea. This analysis found that drivers in the No Adherence group had a nearly fivefold increased risk of preventable DOT-reportable crashes (HR of 4.97; 95% CI: 1.80, 13.42; P = 0.001) compared to matched controls, whereas risk was not statistically different from controls in the Full Adherence and Partial Adherence subgroups.

Table 2—Measures of exposure to crash risk and the number of preventable Department of Transportation-reportable crashes after the polysomnogram/matching date, and apnea-hypopnea index characteristics at diagnosis, by study subgroup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of</th>
<th>Avg. miles per driver</th>
<th>Avg. weeks per driver</th>
<th>Avg. miles per driver-week</th>
<th>Preventable DOT crashes</th>
<th>Avg. AHI at diagnosis</th>
<th>95% CI for Avg. AHI</th>
<th>% AHI ≥ 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>2,016</td>
<td>116,988</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1,817</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>106,270</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1,853</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8, 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Adh</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>122,747</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1,893</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36.3 a,b</td>
<td>34.2, 38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial Adh</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>132,807</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1,825</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29.6 a</td>
<td>27.5, 31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Adh</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>35,916</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,699</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>31.3 b</td>
<td>28.6, 34.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data is in one-observation-per-driver-per-week format. Drivers are observed from the diagnosis/matching date until exit from the firm or study end, whichever is first. AHI is measured at diagnosis. Average AHI values and proportions of AHI ≥ 15 with the same superscript (e.g. both have “a” or both have “ b”) are statistically different at P < 0.01. Other AHI entries are not statistically different from each other. Adh, adherence; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; CI, confidence interval; DOT, Department of Transportation.
threshold for a positive OSA diagnosis (the control group was not affected by this change). Despite the resulting decreases in the number of No Adherence drivers (from 360 to 241) and in their preventable DOT-reportable crashes (21 to 19), the point estimate of their excess risk compared to controls increased slightly from the initial Andersen-Gill result (HR = 4.54, 95% CI: 2.54–10.32), and moved closer to the primary result provided by the simple comparison of crash rates across study subgroups.

In all of these robustness checks the results follow a similar pattern across study subgroups. Figure 2 illustrates this consistent pattern of the differences in serious preventable crash risk across subgroups in the form of a predicted cumulative hazard of a preventable DOT-reportable crash over 2 years of job tenure. Figure 2 is generated from the first Andersen-Gill multivariate model previously mentioned, which accounts for potential confounding factors, uses AHI ≥ 5 as the criterion for a diagnosis of OSA and considers only preventable DOT-reportable crashes.

**Effectiveness of the Employer's Program for Removing Nonadherent Drivers**

Although study carrier policy required the discharge of drivers failing to adhere to treatment, the process of adherence evaluation and remediation took some time (in some cases several months). As a result, during the study period most No Adherence drivers (57.5%) quit before being discharged. At study end, 68.8% of controls were still employed, as were 73.6% of Full Adherence and 68.6% of Partial Adherence drivers. However, only 17.2% of No Adherence drivers were still employed (these were primarily drivers who received a diagnosis near the end of the study period, and whose remediation process had not been completed; see Figure 3). The proportion of No Adherence drivers retained is different from that of controls, Full Adherence, and Partial Adherence drivers, all at P < 0.001. (For the interested reader, full statistical details, including the complete specification of the multivariate models and the robustness checks employed, are presented in the supplemental material.)

**DISCUSSION**

**The Primary Findings are Substantive and Robust**

In the largest and most comprehensive study of crash risk and OSA among CMV drivers, drivers in whom OSA was diagnosed and who subsequently drove without PAP treatment due to nonadherence had a fivefold increase in the risk of preventable DOT-reportable heavy truck crashes compared to matched controls. Drivers with OSA who were fully or partially adherent with PAP treatment were statistically similar to controls. These findings for commercial drivers operating tractor-trailers are consistent with previous studies of noncommercial drivers showing a markedly increased crash risk for untreated OSA and crash rates approximating those of controls after successful treatment.9–11

The current study has several advantages over prior work. It is a retrospective analysis of the crash risk of tractor-trailer drivers at the industry’s first large-scale mandatory employer-based program to screen and diagnose drivers for OSA, and to require treatment if indicated, covered with no out-of-pocket cost for drivers enrolled in the study firm’s voluntary insurance
program. OSA was defined using the gold-standard overnight PSG diagnostic procedure.\textsuperscript{30} Also in contrast to many previous studies, objective quantitative evidence of treatment adherence is used, and internal study firm operational data provides the ability to control for multiple covariates that affect crash risk in week-by-week observational data on driving performance. Moreover, the most policy-relevant type of crashes are analyzed: DOT-reportable crashes that are preventable, thus clearly involving driver behavior as a causal factor, as defined by the guidelines of the National Safety Council.\textsuperscript{35}

The results are robust despite the fact that No Adherence drivers remain employed and under observation at the study firm one-third as long as other groups, which reduced the chance of finding statistically significant results. In three distinct robustness tests, No Adherence drivers have statistically different and substantially higher risk than controls, whereas Partial and Full Adherence drivers are always statistically similar to controls.

First, a multivariate analysis that controlled for differences in demographic and risk exposure characteristics across study groups found Partial and Full Adherence groups similar to controls, and a 3.8-fold increase in risk for the No Adherence group relative to controls. Second, a multivariate reanalysis that used a more stringent threshold of AHI ≥ 15 as the criterion for a diagnosis of OSA (compared to the actual protocol of AHI ≥ 5) found the same pattern, with a 4.7-fold increase in risk for the No Adherence group. Third, a final multivariate reanalysis that changed the outcome variable to “all DOT-reportable crashes” found a similar crash risk pattern across subgroups and controls.

The last result, using all DOT-reportable crashes, suggests the findings are not due to the fact that there are only a modest number of preventable DOT-reportable crashes. In addition, using all DOT-reportable crashes makes the analysis more comparable to studies using governmental crash data, in which all crashes must be included because information on the contribution of driver behavior to crash causation is not available. Thus, it should be noted that although this third reanalysis replicated the pattern of risk comparisons across study groups, it also reduced the estimated excess crash risk for No Adherence drivers by about two-fifths (to 2.2-fold). This is because control drivers experienced a much greater proportion of crashes they could not prevent than did No Adherence drivers, and adding these crashes raised the control driver crash rate used as the basis for the identification of excess risk by much more than it raised the crash rate of the No Adherence subgroup. The fact that the estimated excess crash risk for No Adherence drivers decreased when nonpreventable crashes were added suggests that studies using governmental crash data to compare a test group to controls when the test group has higher risk of preventable crashes may follow the same pattern and thus underestimate the excess crash risk.

Limitations of This Study
The limitations of the current study are different from those of prior work. The existence of a gold standard treatment ethically precludes a clinical trial in which drivers with OSA are randomly assigned to a no-treatment condition in order to study their crash risk (their medical condition and the highway safety of both the drivers and the motoring public would be at risk). In the current study, an actual employer’s OSA program is examined using a retrospective cohort of cases and controls.

There may be a significant issue with data from an employer’s OSA program in that drivers received a diagnosis only after attaining sufficient tenure. Thus, safety selection, due to the discharge of drivers who accumulated unacceptable preventable crash histories early in their tenure, prevented many of those with relevant crashes from ever being screened for or receiving a diagnosis of OSA. The construction of the retrospective cohort comparison through the randomized matching of each driver with OSA to a control unlikely to have OSA, but who had similar experience at hire and job tenure, makes cases and controls comparable in total experience level, which is important because driving safety performance improves with practice. It also makes them comparable in the degree of exposure to safety selection.

If there were no safety selection, but only the effect of experience on driving safety to be considered, the natural focus for a retrospective study of cases and controls matched on experience would be their crash risk before diagnosis (or matching). This approach would be similar in conception to a “waitlist control” design for the study of an untreated disease: controls without the disease would be compared to individuals with the disease who are observed in an untreated condition while they wait for treatment, which is unable to be provided immediately to all patients, to begin. However, because the firm’s safety program does create a safety selection effect, the drivers who had preventable DOT-reportable crashes early in their tenure are missing from both the case and control groups, and thus the potential differences in crash risk across study groups in the period before the diagnosis/matching date have been eliminated. Therefore, our analysis focuses on crash risk in the interval after diagnosis.

The primary limitation of the study is the fact that under a mandated treatment regimen, the division into treatment adherence groups after a positive diagnosis was, of necessity, self-selected and not randomly assigned. Thus, although the known pathophysiologic effects of OSA, and past studies associating untreated OSA (before and after diagnosis) with an increased risk of vehicular accidents, all suggest that the increased crash risk in the after-PSG interval for drivers who do not comply with mandatory treatment may be due to the effects of untreated OSA,\textsuperscript{9–11} the current study cannot determine the relative contributions of untreated OSA versus factors such as a more general disregard of safety rules that leads to both nonadherence and unsafe driving habits.

Safety and Policy Implications
Although the study limitations preclude us from assigning untreated OSA as the sole cause of the excess crash risk of No Adherence drivers, they do not alter important policy conclusions. This is because the findings provide clear evidence of the effects on safety of the study firm’s OSA program.

First, among the study firm’s drivers in whom OSA was diagnosed, drivers with OSA who were treatment adherent and had risk comparable to controls were retained in employment...
at the same level as were controls, whereas non-treatment-adherent OSA-diagnosed drivers who had a fivefold greater serious preventable crash risk than controls were removed (through quitting or mandatory discharge; see Figure 3). Thus, the firm’s program to screen and diagnose their drivers, and especially, mandate treatment adherence for drivers found to have OSA, lowered the crash risk in its work force.

Second, the risk differences found among study subgroups are meaningful in terms of managerial and public policy safety concerns. For a fleet of 1,000 drivers each operating 1 year (about 100,000 miles\(^2\))\(^7\), the observed crash rates translate to a difference between 70 preventable DOT-reportable crashes for No Adherence drivers and 14 such crashes for both Full Adherence and controls. Thus, No Adherence drivers are substantially more dangerous to themselves and the motoring public.

Third, in the absence of federally mandated procedures other than the currently required self-report during a biennial medical examination, drivers who have diagnosed OSA but are non-adherent with treatment can simply choose to quit working for a motor carrier that knows their diagnosis (as did nearly 60% of those in the current study). They can instead seek employment—without revealing their OSA diagnosis—with a different firm that does not have an OSA program.

The FMCSA has not yet acted on the recommendations of its own Medical Expert Panel (in 2007) and Medical Review Board (in 2008 and 2011), the Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee (in 2011), and that of the National Transportation Safety Board (in 2009), that safety regulations should require comprehensive OSA screening and diagnosis of commercial drivers\(^28\),\(^30\) in part due to limited commercial driver data. In the context of this record a 2016 National Academies of Science report on commercial driver fatigue cited OSA as a serious safety concern and called for more research. The current study addresses this research need\(^40\). Moreover, our statistical results clearly support specific public health policy-relevant findings: among commercial drivers in whom OSA was diagnosed, drivers with OSA who were treatment-adherent and had risk comparable to controls were more likely to be retained, whereas non-adherent OSA-diagnosed drivers had a fivefold greater preventable crash risk than controls were differentially removed (through quitting or mandatory discharge). Therefore, our results strongly support federal regulations that would mandate OSA screening, diagnosis, and monitoring drivers’ treatment adherence for all commercial drivers.
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